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I have been a fan of client/server as a computing architecture since the late 1980s. The
fact that it's taken several years for the
engineering that allows us to
realize the full benefit of
client/server architecture
to evolve should not surprise us too much: Major
architectural shifts in computing usually take a decade
to reach maturity.
One major advantage of
the client/server architecture is the great diversity
that it allows for client-side,
server-side, and connectivity solutions. That great
diversity, however, enormously complicated the
development of client/server
software.
In the beginning (about 1987),
the idea of a relational database using the SQL
language and running under Unix or VMS was
most likely to be your server. The client side,
however, was more problematic, since the
choices included workstations (too big, too
expensive, not enough of them), ASCII terminals (are you kidding?), and DOS personal
computers (no standards, too much diversity,
too difficult).
The arrival of Windows changed the
client/server computing environment. As
Windows became the desktop standard, it
quickly reduced the interface choices that
users had to learn and, more importantly from
an industry development point of view, that
developers had to write to.
A GUI makes the use of applications much
easier, but the development process is actually

multiple client applications running under
Windows.
The GUI client offers far more than a pretty,
easy-to-learn interface (although that's
very important). Beyond the ease of
learning and uniformity that it
brings to applications,a GUI
provides tremendous benefits in application integration, using features like cut
and paste and OLE. OLElike object support is, in fact,
changing fundamentally the
way software is built (but
more on that in a later colurnn) .
The client-side GUI is the
most compelling reason for
the coming dominance of
client/server. The reason is
simply this: If you want integrated database computingwith a GUI
front end, there is no other t&hnGlogy choice
but client/server. While there are other compelling reasons to choose a client/server architecture, the costs involved would make me seriously recommend reconsideration if a GUI
client isn't part of your environment.
Next month, we'll investigate in more depth
some of the other compelling advantages of
client/server architecture.
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